
 

Crypto University is offering free courses in
cryptocurrency for entrepreneurs

Education platform Crypto University together with Celo is offering free cryptocurrency and blockchain courses for
entrepreneurs. The Crypto Women's Course launches on 12 June 2021 and the Celo Blockchain Course takes place on 19
June.

Crypto University founder Grey Jabesi

According to Crypto University founder Grey Jabesi, the Crypto Women’s Course will give women a head start with
cryptocurrency.

"Learning about crypto is a very useful skill today, it's essential personally but also can open a lot of doors for those who
wish to ever work remotely for crypto companies. I support women who want to take over the crypto space. It is time for
inclusion in the crypto sectors and this course is an opportunity for women to upskill in this area,” says Jabesi.

Interested applicants can register here for the Crypto Women’s Course.

The Celo Blockchain Course course can be completed within a few hours. The course will focus on the fundamentals of

“ Dear students,

The Cryptocurrency Women's Course is now open for registration. 

You can now go ahead and register! 

Remember this course is free so please share it with as many people as you can!

Register here:https://t.co/yM2sk8yVfE pic.twitter.com/cx02YuegPO— Crypto University (@TheCryptoU) June 5, 2021 ”

https://www.bizcommunity.com/
https://cryptouniversity.co.za/crypto-university-womens-course/
https://t.co/yM2sk8yVfE
https://t.co/cx02YuegPO
https://twitter.com/TheCryptoU/status/1401076224672157701?ref_src=twsrc%255Etfw


distributed ledger technology and how it works, and the Celo Blockchain.

“This course was creatively designed to simplify everything. We used animation and illustrations to break things down. You
can also take it further and learn how to build decentralised applications using the Celo blockchain,” explains Jabesi.

Interested applicants can register here for the Celo Blockchain Course.

Cryptocurrency has a very successful domain for the last few years. Some consider crypto as the biggest wealth transfer
of our time and almost everyone now knows of someone who changed their life for the better because of crypto.

“As a technology industry, it is also developing very fast. However, there is some work to be done to make this industry
more inclusive. This is a necessary feature for building products or ecosystems that appeal to all people in the world.
“According to LinkedIn, blockchain is among the highest paid jobs in the world. Having some knowledge about blockchain
can open a lot of doors for most people especially in this digital globalised economy. There also will be a hackathon for
those who are interested in building a product on the Celo blockchain,” Concludes Jabesi.

The education platform says prospective crypto traders will learn everything there is to know about blockchain and get a job
in the crypto domain.

 
For more, visit: https://www.bizcommunity.com
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